
Fall 2020 Syllabus 
CPS 403: Computers and Society 
CPS 603: Computers and Society  1

Tues-Thurs 8:00-9:35am, MAC 211 (in MacDonald Hall) 

(This is the live version.  Watch the schedule section for routine updates.) 
 

Course web site: Canvas site for CPS 403 

Professor 
Russ Tuck, Ph.D. 
russ.tuck@gordon.edu, KOSC 243, 978-867-3754 (O), 408-335-0890 (M) 
Office hours: MWF 9:15-10:15am, TR 2-3:30pm and by appointment at 

https://russtuck.youcanbook.me/.  Or drop in when my door is open. To visit my 
regular office hours by Zoom without an appointment, use the link in the “schedule” 
section of https://360.gordon.edu/profile/Russ.Tuck (click “Show the Schedule).  If I’m 
not there, text my mobile number above. (I might be in an appointment meeting.) 

Purpose 
Men have become the tools of their tools. 
- H. D. Thoreau, 1854 

Computers have enabled remarkable changes in human society in the last 50 years. 
Computers are all around us, both visibly in our hands and driving myriad web services, and 
also less visibly, reshaping cars, factories, hospitals, and how businesses and other 
organizations function.  The world is in some ways dramatically different as a result.  Computers 
are fundamentally tools, which can be used in myriad ways.  As computer scientists, we are 
often tool builders, and we need to consider carefully both the intended and the unintended 
effects of what we build.  
 
But our impact can be much broader than what we build, because we also influence who else is 
building tools. By encouraging or discouraging diversity in our field and in our organizations, we 
influence who is solving problems with computers.  Since people solve problems best when they 
understand them deeply and care about them passionately, this profoundly impacts whose 
problems are being solved.  So our impact on the diversity within computer science is an 
awesome responsibility, which we must take seriously. 
 
The computer science curriculum of Gordon College challenges students to wrestle with 
important issues related to the impact of computing on individuals and on society. Indeed, these 

1 CPS 603 is a graduate version of CPS 403, offered as part of the Masters of Education in Digital 
Literacy and Computer Science (M.Ed. in DLCS). 

mailto:russ.tuck@gordon.edu
https://russtuck.youcanbook.me/
https://360.gordon.edu/profile/Russ.Tuck


topics are a key component from the very earliest courses through the end of our curriculum. 
This course includes a short systematic overview of ethical frameworks, as an aid to both 
thinking and communicating about ethical issues.  And because it is too easy to (incorrectly) 
reduce ethics to “what is the right thing for me to do”, we will focus particularly on justice, a key 
focus of societal ethics.  Throughout, we will seek to understand how the Bible and Christian 
faith can inform and direct our thoughts, words, and actions. 
 
Racial injustice is one of the most persistent problems in the US, and it is also the focus of much 
current attention.  We will first seek to understand it, which is challenging, and then to consider 
how computers and computer scientists have interacted with this problem, and how we can 
contribute to its solution.  Gender bias is another persistent problem, which we will also study. 
 
We will also study, discuss and potentially act upon several other major areas of computer 
science with important ethical questions and societal impact, including big data, machine 
learning, surveillance, habit-building products, and personal technology.  In some cases, we will 
think futuristically as we project ourselves into the computer impact issues of tomorrow.  In the 
process, we will become more aware of the possible negative impacts that computer technology 
might bring to individuals, groups, and society as a whole.  
 
Finally, we will move toward actually doing something about these issues both now, as 
students, and later as professionals and consumers. 
 
This course teaches important parts of the 2016 Massachusetts Digital LIteracy and Computer 
Science (DLCS) Curriculum Framework.  The section “DLCS Curriculum Map” lists those parts 
and describes how they are taught and assessed. 

Catalog Description 
Uses and impact of computers in modern society; considers ethical and moral issues in context 
of Christian worldview. Nontechnical; open to all students. Students will engage in a significant 
social impact project during the course. 
 
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing or permission of instructor. 

Acknowledgement 
This course was originally developed by Prof. Irv Levy, and still mostly reflects his work. 

Required Texts 
● Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital 

Age, Sherry Turkle (Penguin Books; Reprint edition, October 4, 
2016), ISBN-13: 978-0143109792, ISBN-10: 0143109790. 

● 1984, George Orwell (1949) 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/dlcs.docx
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/dlcs.docx


● Either Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, Cory Doctorow (2003) or The Naked Sun, 
Isaac Asimov (1957) 

● Erewhon (excerpts), Samuel Butler 
● Walden (excerpts), Henry David Thoreau 
● There will also be books to read that you choose from a list or propose and get 

approved. 

Course Structure 
The class will normally be conducted in a seminar/discussion format. Attendance at all classes 
is required and students are expected to be prepared and actively involved in the discussion. 
This class is NOT a lecture class. It is a discussion group. You will be far more actively involved 
than in a normal lecture class. If the class is larger than ideal for a discussion group, you will be 
divided into small groups that will change daily. Each member of the group is expected to be 
actively involved in the small group discussion. Each class meeting different individuals will be 
tasked to report back to the class about the conversations of their group. 

Peer leadership is essential in this course. Students will be asked to lead small group and class 
discussion on occasion during the semester. It is expected that discussion leaders will come 
prepared to elicit feedback and to promote discussion of the day's topic. 

Many readings will be required for this course.  For the longer readings, particularly whole 
books, it is wise to ook ahead and give yourself at least a week or two to read them.  Short 
readings are best read a day or two before class, so they are fresh in your mind when we 
discuss them.  There are also some supplemental (or optional) readings, to help you explore 
topics you find particularly interesting. In order to ensure that students complete the reading 
assignments, there will generally either be a short written assignment (a response or 
questions) due at the start of class, or a brief quiz taken at the start of class. There is no 
make-up quiz or late credit provision, since the point is to be ready for discussion, so it is 
important to arrive for class on time and with any reading-related assignment already submitted. 

Computers and Society is a dynamic field, with new capabilities and new social implications 
appearing regularly.  During this semester it is possible that a new engaging topic will emerge 
that we will chose to discuss rather than the ones listed in the syllabus.  Furthermore, our study 
of justice will be enriched by including guest experts as they are available, so our schedule will 
adjust if needed to accommodate their schedules.  Finally, while the course has been taught 
many times, this is my first time, and I expect that I will learn and adjust as we go.  So EXPECT 
that the syllabus may change as the course progresses.  

The college has adopted the following statement regarding work expectations for courses; "For 
each semester hour of credit, students should expect to spend a minimum of 2-3 hours per 
week outside of class in engaged academic time. This time includes reading, writing, studying, 
completing assignments, lab work, or group projects, among other activities."  That is 8-12 
hours of work per week for undergraduates, split between per-class readings and longer term 
assignments. 

https://craphound.com/down/download/
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1906
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/205


Book Reports 
In addition to many required and optional reading selections that will be assigned, each student 
will write two book reports.  In each case, each student will select a book, get the professor’s 
approval, read it, and write a book review of roughly two to three pages.  The review should 
carefully describe the overall concept of the book, the political or philosophical bias of the 
author, the intended audience, the content of the book (on a chapter to chapter basis), and a 
personal opinion regarding the value of the book for others in our course. Additionally, the 
reviewer should clearly note any controversial opinions that the author might raise and note her 
or his own Christian perspective on the controversy. For more information see this link. 

Each student will give a brief (approximately 5 minute) presentation to the class after the review 
is completed.  A guiding question for preparing your presentation can be: “what should the class 
learn from this book?”  Please end with an open-ended question for the class to discuss.  The 
book review presentation will be self-evaluated, peer-evaluated, and evaluated by the professor. 

Relevant book lists will be provided by the professor; however, other options will be considered. 

Off-Campus Experiences 
COVID-19 note: off-campus class activities won’t be scheduled until it is considered wise 
and safe.  But we might find creative virtual alternatives.  If you have ideas, please tell 
me. 
 
During the semester, as appropriate, off-campus activities will be arranged. For example we 
might visit the MIT Museum, attend a relevant lecture at Harvard or MIT, or go as a class to see 
a film screening. If an off-campus visit is scheduled, it is considered a mandatory class event 
unless specifically stated otherwise. Missing an off-campus event without permission is treated 
as an unexcused absence. 

Social Impact Project 
It is a premise of this assignment that knowledge should lead to action. Accordingly, students in 
this course will be expected to devote a significant amount of time to a project that will either be 
of direct social benefit to its target audience or that will expose others to some of the concepts 
that we discuss. 

Teams consisting of 3-4 students will be formed early in the course. These teams will be 
required to submit a proposal for a social impact/computer ethics project that will benefit the 
class, the department, the campus or the larger community. Numerous examples are provided; 
however, these are meant to be illustrative and not exhaustive. 

Since the project will require a substantial amount of time, each student should select a project 
that she or he finds personally interesting. The suggestions below are illustrative of the types of 
project that are desired; however, students may suggest alternatives as long as they are 
consistent with the goals of the course and are approved by the instructor in advance. Each 

http://www.cs.gordon.edu/courses/cs403/reviews/reviews.html


project will terminate with a class presentation (15 minutes) as well as submission of all 
supporting documentation. 

Examples: 

● Service and outreach, for example: 
○ Create and engaging introduction to computer science for high school students 

and their parents, targetted particularly to reach groups under-represented in 
computer science, and present it to the target audience at a church or school 

○ Start a Girls Who Code club, or plan a Girls Who Code Summer Immersion 
Program 

○ Facilitate short term technology missions for future students 
○ Develop Lego Mindstorms Robotics club for Lynn high schools 
○ Develop after-school computer science enrichment program for Lynn or similar 

school system 
● Create alternate chapel option, for example: 

○ Organize a debate 
○ Bring a speaker to campus on a relevant topic. 

Past examples include women in computing and singularitarians 
○ Host a themed film series 
○ Stage a dramatic presentation, e.g. R.U.R. 

● Articles accepted for publication in Tartan, for example: 
○ Diversity’s value in Computer Science 
○ Bitcoin explained 
○ Big data 
○ Assange and Snowden, Heroes or Villains? 

● Create display case resource in public places on campus 
● Propose a “Human Centered Computing” program for Gordon, with convincing data and 

reasoning for what it should contain and why.  (See if there’s data to support the idea 
that this would help attract a more diverse group of students.) 

● Set of articles for publication in The Tartan 
● Other creative ideas suggested by your team and approved by the professor 

Reflection 
Update: The final reflection paper is optional, and can add up to 5% to your final grade. 
Twice Once during the semester, you will write a 2-page reflection paper, answering the 
following questions. 

● What did you learn that’s most important?  Why is it important?  (This should typically be 
about half the paper.) 

● What surprised you? 
● What upset you? 
● What encouraged you? 
● What would you like to do differently as a result of what you’ve learned? 

Grading will be about the depth and clarity of the ideas and responses expressed.  Keeping a 
private journal with notes about these topics will make this easier to write, and help improve the 
quality.  



Grading Criteria 
This class has no formal examinations, thus, grading will be much more subjective than in other 
classes in the computer science curriculum. Some written assignments will be evaluated both by 
a peer and by the professor. Class presentations will also be evaluated by peers (the entire 
class) and by the professor. The social impact project will be subject to self-evaluation, 
peer-evaluation (entire class) and evaluation by the professor. In all evaluations, the professor 
reserves the right to disregard peer-evaluation or self-evaluation if it is deemed necessary. 

Students who discover relevant web resources that relate to our course should send the links 
and a brief description to the professor. The professor may choose to add those links into the 
course syllabus. In such a case whuffie points will be distributed to the student. Note that 
whuffie points only affect your self-esteem, not your course grade. 

Grades will be based on weighted evaluation, as follows: 
25% — Class preparation assignments and quizzes 
  5% — Class Discussion Leadership (this might change) 
25% — Book Reports  
20% — Reflections - Update: Only one so 11% (everything else grows a little) 

2nd update: optional, adding up to 5% to final grade. 
25% — Social Impact Project 

With the exception of the quiz scores, the grades in the course are subjective. A grade will be 
assigned for a given activity on the following general basis: 

A ... work is beyond expectation, surprisingly high quality 
B ... all expectations were fulfilled with high quality results 
C ... most expectations were fulfilled with average or better quality 
D ... few of the expectations were fulfilled with average or better quality 
F ... work is missing or is of significantly low quality 

General information 
Timely and regular class attendance is critical in a discussion-oriented course such as this. 
Accordingly, attendance and useful class participation can have a large impact on the course 
grade. There are no excused absences from the class. Arrival at the class more than 10 
minutes late is considered an "administrative absence." Many classes have significant advance 
reading assignments. Preparation for class will be assessed by a brief quiz related to the 
required reading. 

CAUTION: The final course grade will be reduced by 2% for each class missed for students who 
are absent (or unprepared) for four or more class sessions. 
 
Guided Study note: each of our classes counts for 3, so 6% if more than one. 

http://techcrunch.com/2009/09/15/tc50-meet-the-whuffie-a-new-currency-thats-based-on-your-online-reputation/


Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
Our academic community is committed to providing access to a Gordon education for students 
with disabilities. A student with a disability who intends to request academic accommodations 
should follow this procedure: 

1. Meet with a staff person from the Academic Success Center (ASC) and provide them 
with current documentation of the disability. 

2. Obtain a Faculty Notification Form from the Academic Support Center, listing appropriate 
accommodations. 

3. Submit this form to professors and discuss those accommodations with them, ideally 
within the first two weeks of classes.  

 
Some accommodations need more time to arrange so communicating early in the semester is 
important.  For more information consult the Academic Success Center webpage: 
https://www.gordon.edu/asc or email asc@gordon.edu. 

Class-Selected Topic 
Some time has been reserved for an additional topic of particular interesting to the class.  

Course Schedule (subject to change) 
# Date Topic(s), Readings, and Assignments 

1 R 8/20 Introduction; Syllabus; Discussion. (slides) 

2 T 8/25 Ethical Theory (slides) 
Read:  

● Gedney, Ethical Theory 
● Moor, Just Consequentialism and Computing 
● ACM, Code of Ethics 

3 R 8/27 Applying Ethical Theory (activity based on Aug. 2018 CACM) (slides) 
Read:  

● “Here-and-Now” by Ken Liu  
● "Chili's Has Installed More Than 45,000 Tablets in Its Restaurants" in 

The Atlantic, June 16, 2014 
● "An Invisible Rating System At Your Favorite Chain Restaurant Is 

Costing Your Server" in BuzzFeed News, June 21, 2018 

4 T 9/1 What is “White”? (slides) 
Read and watch: 

● Postmortem Culture: Learning from Failure (chapter 15 in Site 
Reliability Engineering: How Google Runs Production Systems) 

● Daniel Hill, Author of 'White Awake' (2:53) 

https://www.gordon.edu/asc
mailto:asc@gordon.edu
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LpCDmvjs4cQf_9sKvd7n0bOviT2SPWapoORhmBAAoq4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lxL1cTJ1IrdwNSue6evmJ8jnwJfnNisSm6lua3Aq0sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HbojM4-yggkuTa9k5CaNz1YmH9FIIsYCKfkJKtrLNuI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1enBq3q7mf_Xsx9U3sGipBczfZ9n6xOdu/view?usp=sharing
https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zlIPFjFef7Ejve6VAc-OZxFWAjvktCZRoPN4o10fvTg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.kasmamagazine.com/here-and-now.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/chilis-is-installing-tablet-ordering-at-all-its-restaurants/372836/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/carolineodonovan/ziosk-presto-tabletop-tablet-restaurant-rating-servers
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/carolineodonovan/ziosk-presto-tabletop-tablet-restaurant-rating-servers
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1xFFA8kGrcPSR1rjmO74cwds3KSNk25omFr-X0epmSFQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://landing.google.com/sre/sre-book/chapters/postmortem-culture/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1BB9kwqTek


● Daniel Hill's Message | Racial Reconciliation Conference 2017 
(35:00) 

● Dr. Robin DiAngelo discusses 'White Fragility' (1:23:30) 
Optional: 

● “The Beginner's Creed” by Peter Denning, in Communications of the 
ACM, July 2017, pp. 30-31 

5 R 9/3 Christians and the History of Racism (slides) 
Three options, the first is shortest.  Either 

● Watch these talks 
○ The Color of Compromise with Jemar Tisby (45:10) 
○ The Color of Compromise with Jemar Tisby | Conversational 

Q&R Interview (54:03) 
or 

● Read the book 
○ The Color of Compromise: The Truth about the American 

Church's Complicity in Racism, by Jemar Tisby 
or 

● Watch the video series 
○ Watch The Color of Compromise | Prime Video 

 

6 T 9/8 Just Mercy (slides) 
● Watch the movie Just Mercy (2019)  

○ or read the book Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson (2015) 
● Watch this talk, Grace, Justice, & Mercy: an Evening with  Tim Keller 

and Bryan Stevenson and Tim Keller 
 
4 volunteers: Book report presentations and discussion 

7 R 9/10 Special Guest: Dr. Nicholas Rowe, Assoc. VP for Student and Global 
Engagement, and Assoc. Professor of History (slides) 
History: How Demographics and Policy Interact 
Read: 

● The Role of Highways in American Poverty 
Book report presentations and discussion 

8 T 9/15 Special guest: Dr. Ivy George, Professor of Sociology (slides) 
Optional readings: 

● We’re All Socially Awkward Now (before) 
● My American Pilgrimage: I Write of What I Cannot Speak  
● The Ominous Black Body (after) 

Book report presentations and discussion; 
Discuss choice of class-selected topic 
Propose Social Impact Project and Team 
 

 R 9/17 Reading Day - No Classes 
(Start reading “1984” or “Reclaiming Conversation”) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5sdAqerafk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45ey4jgoxeU
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2017/7/218869-the-beginners-creed/fulltext
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qKVCXK_gl-EMN8Z0YlpNAjqV3f42t6d_syaXFV_NVRI/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kWYXXO-Tc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwz-Gt4Hkqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwz-Gt4Hkqg
https://www.thecolorofcompromise.com/
https://www.thecolorofcompromise.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/video/detail/B083ZMNSB2
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1w4XL3C8-vlOholITCKLYDw7MzuMcziHR0EztgX14L9Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.justmercyfilm.com/
https://justmercy.eji.org/
https://cccu.us15.list-manage.com/track/click?u=14d1234be39a2b4b1452f25f6&id=d271cf1585&e=5410fddc11
https://cccu.us15.list-manage.com/track/click?u=14d1234be39a2b4b1452f25f6&id=d271cf1585&e=5410fddc11
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15bc8jRCGwa_dxESY-dRt2YOxXhJ7YWXWLTgUtTtMQoA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/03/role-of-highways-in-american-poverty/474282/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11PESEeeDPIYSQMgwhdOXKABbwNgnXka58HqkIL2revE/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/sunday-review/coronavirus-socially-awkward.html
https://sojo.net/articles/my-american-pilgrimage-i-write-what-i-cannot-speak
https://medium.com/@ivygeorge943/the-ominous-black-body-a8f3292415d4


9 T 9/22 Discuss choice of class-selected topic; 
Book report presentations and discussion; (slides) 
(Start Social Impact Project) 
A Christian Response to Racial Injustice 
Read, listen to, or watch, taking notes for a future discussion: 

● “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
● One of these 2 

○ God Roars, sermon by Pastor Bobby Warrenburg, March 1, 
2020, at North Shore Community Baptist Church (downloaded 
from https://nscbc.org/sermons/, series “One Day”) 

○ Tony Evans: America's racial crisis is a result of the failure of 
the church to deal with racism 

● Excerpts from Racism Without Racists by Eduardo Bonilla-Silva 
● Excerpts from Divided by Faith by Michael Emerson 
● Optional: 

○ Statement from Former US President Jimmy Carter 
○ Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski pleads with nation to 'choose 

harder right' in fight against racism, or watch the embedded 
video (2:46) 

■ “choose the harder right instead of the easier wrong.” - 
US Army Cadet Prayer 

○ The Ominous Black Body by Dr. Ivy George 

10 R 9/24 Special Guest: Bil Mooney-McCoy, Director of Worship (slides) 
Being Black in America; 
Effects of Racial Injustice 
Read, listen to, or watch each of these: 

● Let's Talk: Hard Stories and Honest Questions (starts at 4:00, 95 min) 
○ Calling in white, Bil Mooney-McCoy, Boston Globe, 6/3/20  

● Caleb McCoy - Christian wrap/hip-hop 
○ Blindspots 
○ The Resistance (4 parts) 

● Lecrae - All Things Work Together - Short Film (6:26) 
○ Optional: Facts About Lecrae by Truth's Table  

● Ida B. Wells: Either watch (4:49) or read 
○ Optional additional info: Ida B. Wells - Wikipedia  

● Billie Holiday - "Strange Fruit" Live 1959 [Reelin' In The Years 
Archives] (3:18)  

● Stages of Cultural Competence - read an excerpt from When Twice 
as Good Isn't Enough | Proceedings of the 51st ACM Technical 
Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE 2020) 

○ (The excerpt is in Canvas, in the discussion instructions.) 
● Optional: 

○ How The WNBA Paved The Way For The NBA Strike : Code 
Switch 

○ The Death of George Floyd, in Context 
○ Who Gets to Be Afraid in America? (about Ahmaud Arbery) 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CUF4t7osiCcsdcInrkSjigLtvV1r8QLnc8wZ3i2y4lA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.africa.upenn.edu/Articles_Gen/Letter_Birmingham.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XX3szvQ41Vr1dqjkuzQibBZ0XYXDDUtV/view?usp=sharing
https://nscbc.org/sermons/
https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2020/06/15/tony-evans-americas-racial-crisis-is-a-result-of-the-failure-of-the-church-to-deal-with-racism/
https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2020/06/15/tony-evans-americas-racial-crisis-is-a-result-of-the-failure-of-the-church-to-deal-with-racism/
https://www.cartercenter.org/news/pr/2020/statement-060320.html
https://www.cbssports.com/college-basketball/news/duke-coach-mike-krzyzewski-pleads-with-nation-to-choose-harder-right-in-fight-against-racism/
https://www.cbssports.com/college-basketball/news/duke-coach-mike-krzyzewski-pleads-with-nation-to-choose-harder-right-in-fight-against-racism/
https://twitter.com/DukeMBB/status/1276621259116171269
https://medium.com/@ivygeorge943/the-ominous-black-body-a8f3292415d4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OTC3tEPxEWAyIRrRU4_tUOMjCsL34cu-fH2S2i7LFGM/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/NSGospelPartnership/videos/220232219223653
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/06/04/opinion/calling-white/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNn4i6x2A0E
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNmD4MzDhARtiu_1EOuWBAF_MyVBRhUQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5x7YXSflFc
https://soundcloud.com/truthstable/lecrae
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fygjGXnaV9w
https://www.biography.com/activist/ida-b-wells
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ida_B._Wells
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DGY9HvChXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DGY9HvChXk
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3328778.3366792
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3328778.3366792
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3328778.3366792
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2020/09/04/909638021/how-black-women-athletes-paved-the-way-for-the-nba-strike
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2020/09/04/909638021/how-black-women-athletes-paved-the-way-for-the-nba-strike
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-death-of-george-floyd-in-context
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/ahmaud-arbery/611539/


11 T 9/29 Book Reports (slides) 

12 R 10/1 Decline of Women’s Representation in Computer Science (slides) 
Read: 

● Programmed inequality : how Britain discarded women technologists 
and lost its edge in computing - Read the Introduction, p. 1-18  (This 
is included in amazon.com’s “look inside the book” sample.  There is 
also 1 physical copy in the workstation lab: for safety, disinfect your 
hands before and after touching it.)  

● When Women Stopped Coding  
○ Optional: Unlocking the Clubhouse: The Carnegie Mellon 

Experience 
○ Optional: The Secret History of Women in Coding  
○ Decoding Femininity in Computer Science in India - article is 

optional, but short excerpts in Canvas are required 
● How Slack Got Ahead in Diversity 
● 30 Ways to Be an Ally for Women in Tech in 2020 
● Girls Who Code 

13 T 10/6 Social Impact Project Plan (slides) 
● Submit a report in Canvas, and briefly present it in class.  The report 

should cover: 
○ Planned outcome 
○ Detailed plan of work needed to accomplish the outcome 
○ Time line - when each thing should be done 
○ Dependencies: list of what’s needed from other groups or 

sources;  everything in this list should also be in the work plan 
and time line. 

The timeline might be the best basis for the presentation. 
Ethical Hazards of Machine Learning (and self-driving cars) 
Read: 

● Ethics of Technology Needs More Political Philosophy, Johannes 
Himmelreich, Communications of the ACM, Jan. 2020, pp. 33-35. 

● Machine learning - battling bias, potential uses 
○ “Review: Weapons of Math Destruction,” Evelyn Lamb, 

Scientific American Blog, Aug. 31, 2016. 
○ “Malevolent Machine Learning,” Chris Edwards, 

Communications of the ACM, Dec. 2019, pp. 13-15. 
● Self-Driving Cars - Ethics and Challenges 

○ “The Ethics of Accident-Algorithms for Self-Driving Cars: an 
Applied Trolley Problem?,” Sven Nyholm and Jilles Smids, 
Ethical Theory and Moral Practice, vol. 19, pp.1275-1289 
(July 28, 2016). 

■ Optional: “Is The Trolley Problem Derailing The Ethics 
Of Self-driving Cars?”, Jack Denton, Pacific Standard, 
Nov. 29, 2018. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1n7zf3mbhhzzG2YmkPOPcpXoQ9UhIR5dJKiMEHWgpg7E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1s2TLSb-BKNyQdENKh_TkkCArTfTOz_S0nEKqwOWxKIQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://gordon.noblenet.org/eg/opac/record/4186063?locg=1
https://gordon.noblenet.org/eg/opac/record/4186063?locg=1
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2014/10/21/357629765/when-women-stopped-coding
http://lazowska.cs.washington.edu/fisher.inroads.pdf
http://lazowska.cs.washington.edu/fisher.inroads.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/13/magazine/women-coding-computer-programming.html
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2015/5/186026-decoding-femininity-in-computer-science-in-india/fulltext
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/04/how-slack-got-ahead-in-diversity/558806/
https://www.dreamhost.com/blog/support-women-in-tech/
https://girlswhocode.com/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19Zh0TSOV3VPcyxiddMMvxOWH2n5BHHmbCd7mIQYZjOQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2020/1/241714-ethics-of-technology-needs-more-political-philosophy/fulltext
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/roots-of-unity/review-weapons-of-math-destruction/
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2019/12/241047-malevolent-machine-learning/fulltext
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10677-016-9745-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10677-016-9745-2
https://psmag.com/economics/is-the-trolley-problem-derailing-the-ethics-of-self-driving-cars
https://psmag.com/economics/is-the-trolley-problem-derailing-the-ethics-of-self-driving-cars


■ Optional: “Self-driving Car Dilemmas Reveal That 
Moral Choices Are Not Universal”, Amy Maxmen, 
Nature, Oct. 24, 2018. 

○ "It’s 2020. Where are our self-driving cars?", Kelsey Piper, 
Vox.com, Feb. 14, 2020 

○ One of these: 
■ “Hailing a Driverless Ride in a Waymo,” Ed 

Niedermeyer, TechCrunch.com, Nov. 1, 2019 
■ “Why Waymo’s Fleet of Self-Driving Cars Is Finally 

Ready for Prime Time,” Tom Vanderbilt, Smithsonian 
Magazine, December 2019 

■ “UPS Teams Up With Waymo To Test Self-driving 
Delivery Vans,” Matt McFarland, CNN Business, Jan. 
29, 2020 

14 R 10/8 Hactivism (slides) 
Watch and read: 

● Edward Snowden: Live From Russia, Institute of Politics Speakers 
Series, The University of Chicago, May 12, 2016 (1:13 run time) 
(Optional background: https://citizenfourfilm.com/ or the movie 
Snowden (2016).) 

● Before Snowden: Whistleblowers Who Tried to Lift the Veil 
● Don’t Pardon Edward Snowden 
● Optional: 

○ What is a Hactivist? 
○ Hacktivism: Civil Disobedience or Cyber Crime? 
○ Hacker Exposes Rape, Faces Longer Sentence Than Rapists 

■ (Followup after sentencing) 
○ Best Hacks by the Hacktivist Group 'Anonymous' 
○ Isis losing ground in online war against hackers … 

                 Update: 
○ What did Snowden “leak”? 

● The 10 Biggest Revelations From Edward Snowden's 
Leaks 

● Exclusive: Secret contract tied NSA and security 
industry pioneer  

○ What is PRISM? 
■ See How PRISM May Work — in This Infographic 

 
Mid-term reflection paper due 

15 T 10/13 Propose book for book report 2 
Women in Computer Science 
Special guests: Christine Frandsen ‘18 and Stephanie Powers ‘17 (slides) 
Read and watch: 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07135-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07135-0
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/2/14/21063487/self-driving-cars-autonomous-vehicles-waymo-cruise-uber
https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/01/hailing-a-driverless-ride-in-a-waymo/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/waymo-fleet-self-driving-cars-ready-prime-time-180970713/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/waymo-fleet-self-driving-cars-ready-prime-time-180970713/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/29/tech/ups-waymo-self-driving-package-delivery/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/29/tech/ups-waymo-self-driving-package-delivery/index.html
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1q9KqvF_QJApHOrcJ2PxOlQMWP9odN-SGartw8KEn0co/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxKLpArDrC8
https://citizenfourfilm.com/
https://www.npr.org/2014/07/22/333741495/before-snowden-the-whistleblowers-who-tried-to-lift-the-veil
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2016-09-22/don-t-pardon-edward-snowden
https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/13/what-is-a-hacktivist/
https://www.propublica.org/article/hacktivism-civil-disobedience-or-cyber-crime
https://www.opposingviews.com/category/hacker-who-exposed-sexual-assault-faces-sentence-8-times-longer-rapists
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/mar/8/deric-lostutter-hacker-sentenced-2-years-prison-cr/
https://www.livescience.com/33599-best-hacks-anonymous-hacktivism.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/isis-islamic-state-propaganda-online-hackers-westminster-whatsapp-amaq-cyber-attacks-paranoia-a7662171.html
https://mashable.com/2014/06/05/edward-snowden-revelations/#A60LuXu8BPqI
https://mashable.com/2014/06/05/edward-snowden-revelations/#A60LuXu8BPqI
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-security-rsa/exclusive-secret-contract-tied-nsa-and-security-industry-pioneer-idUSBRE9BJ1C220131220
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-security-rsa/exclusive-secret-contract-tied-nsa-and-security-industry-pioneer-idUSBRE9BJ1C220131220
https://mashable.com/2013/06/14/infographic-how-prism-might-work/#DVjhJ5Jnn8q8
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pei1aHyl4MX_a3OICMVtAzXAMGK2e_YABy1fQj0dO18/edit?usp=sharing


● What women in science need — mentoring — and why it is so rarely 
found 

● Impostor Syndrome in Computer Science 
● The sexist Barbie book about women in tech proves we deserve 

better 
● Discrimination and harassment (pick one) 

○ Macho ‘brogrammer’ culture still nudging women out of tech 
○ Tech industry’s toxic masculinity problem: Inside the Valley of 

the Bros 
● Micro-aggressions (pick an option) 

○ What is a microaggression? 14 offensive phrases to avoid 
saying 

○ 5 Examples of Microaggressions in the Workplace and What 
to Do When You Encounter Sexism at Work: Micro-Inclusions 

○ (option for women only - anyone can read it, but men must 
read one of the others, too) When and How to Respond to 
Microaggressions  

● Joy Buolamwini: How I'm fighting bias in algorithms | TED Talk (8:36)  
● AI, Ain't I A Woman? - Joy Buolamwini (3:32) 
● Sexism (pick one) 

○ Why Is Silicon Valley So Awful to Women?  
○ The Adorkable Misogyny of The Big Bang Theory (21:09) 

● Optional:  
○ How I switched careers to become successful in tech  
○ Too often, neurodiverse hiring efforts overlook women  

■ Thriving, Not Just Surviving as a Female STEM Major 
with ADHD: A Quantitative Analysis of Cumulative 
GPA 

○ 'Horror stories' from women inside the tech industry 
○ Yes, “algorithms” can be biased. Here’s why 

■ A Tutorial on Fairness in Machine Learning | by Ziyuan 
Zhong  

○ The Complicity of Geek Masculinity on the Big Bang Theory 
(20:01) 

16 R 10/15 Class-selected topics: Deep Fakes; Working Conditions (slides) 
Read as noted below: 

Deep Fakes 
“As computer hardware becomes more powerful and advances in 
machine learning bring people closer to creating indistinguishable 
imitations of real people or events, what are the ethical implication of 
this? If technology reaches the point that we cannot distinguish what 
is real from what is computer generated, then how do we know what 
to trust or how do we get news without being manipulated? Think 
about how this not only presents a problem when it comes to the 
news we watch on TV or online, but also how this would endanger 
the credibility of video evidence in court trials. Is there anything we 

https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-06-15/women-computer-science-little-mentoring-goes-long-way
https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-06-15/women-computer-science-little-mentoring-goes-long-way
https://ucsdguardian.org/2019/05/12/impostor-syndrome-computer-science/
https://mashable.com/2014/11/19/barbie-computer-engineer-sexist-book/
https://mashable.com/2014/11/19/barbie-computer-engineer-sexist-book/
https://www.ft.com/content/5dd12c50-dd41-11e8-b173-ebef6ab1374a
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/technology/toxic-masculinity-in-silicon-valley/article35759481/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/technology/toxic-masculinity-in-silicon-valley/article35759481/
https://www.businessinsider.com/microaggression-unconscious-bias-at-work-2018-6
https://www.businessinsider.com/microaggression-unconscious-bias-at-work-2018-6
https://thewaywomenwork.com/2019/04/5-examples-of-microaggressions-in-the-workplace/
https://thewaywomenwork.com/2019/05/confront-sexism-with-micro-inclusions/
https://thewaywomenwork.com/2019/05/confront-sexism-with-micro-inclusions/
https://hbr.org/2020/07/when-and-how-to-respond-to-microaggressions
https://hbr.org/2020/07/when-and-how-to-respond-to-microaggressions
https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxuyfWoVV98
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/04/why-is-silicon-valley-so-awful-to-women/517788/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3-hOigoxHs
https://www.thelily.com/after-a-career-in-publishing-i-switched-to-tech-heres-why-i-took-the-risk-and-what-i-wish-id-known-all-along/
https://www.fastcompany.com/90424650/too-often-neurodiverse-hiring-efforts-overlook-female-job-seekers
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/c355/1683da38b3a57fd6a72eebef5de9d9676e4c.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/c355/1683da38b3a57fd6a72eebef5de9d9676e4c.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/c355/1683da38b3a57fd6a72eebef5de9d9676e4c.pdf
https://www.thelily.com/horror-stories-from-women-inside-the-tech-industry/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2019/01/yes-algorithms-can-be-biased-heres-why/
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-tutorial-on-fairness-in-machine-learning-3ff8ba1040cb
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-tutorial-on-fairness-in-machine-learning-3ff8ba1040cb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7L7NRONADJ4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GqdW_3qZKfIO5TdgjXsvLM7UZ5MZ-tLZPO5u_Yn-ztc/edit?usp=sharing


can do to combat these issues, whether it be high-tech solutions or 
low-tech solutions?” 

● Deepfake videos: Inside the Pentagon's race against disinformation 
(CNN, Jan. 2019) 

● Deepfakes: Is This Video Even Real? | NYT Opinion (New York 
Times, Aug. 2019) (3:38) 

● Optional:  
○ Deepfake videos: How and why they work — and what is at 

risk (CSO, Apr. 2019)  
○ Will Deepfakes Do Deep Damage? (Communications of the 

ACM, Jan. 2020)  
● A Decade of Social Bot Detection, Communications of the ACM, Oct. 

2020 

Working Conditions 
“We should talk about Work Conditions for computer scientists- how 
to deal with fry-eye, bad posture, the stress from unrealistic 
expectations of customers or even higher ups.  We should learn 
about companies that have the best practices for dealing with these 
things. It would help us all take care of ourselves and do our job 
better because we will feel better. They [are] also things I personally 
struggle with so I would love to know how to face them in the 
professional world.” 

● Office ergonomics: Your how-to guide (Mayo Clinic) 
● Managing workplace stress (professor’s advice) 
● Diverse Co-workers (professor’s advice) 

17 T 10/20 Big Data and Surveillance (slides) 
Read and watch: 

● US Constitution, Amendments 1 & 4 
● Two of these: 

○ London Police Are Taking Surveillance to a Whole New Level, 
New York Times, Jan. 24, 2020. 

■ Background information: an early test of this 
technology was challenged in court, and the court 
ruling has a long and careful discussion of the issues. 
The system discussed in that ruling was set up to look 
for about 1000 people who were wanted for arrest or 
were suspected of a crime, and no data was kept 
beyond 30 days on anyone else. 

○ “New York Police Are Using Covert Cellphone Trackers, Civil 
Liberties Group Says,” Joseph Goldstein, New York Times, 
Feb. 11, 2016 

○ How the Police Use Facial Recognition, and Where It Falls 
Short, New York Times, Jan. 12, 2020 

○ Tech companies are still selling facial recognition tools to the 
police, CNN, July 3, 2020  

○ Defund Facial Recognition Before It's Too Late, The Atlantic, 
July 5, 2020  

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2019/01/business/pentagons-race-against-deepfakes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OqFY_2JE1c
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3293002/deepfake-videos-how-and-why-they-work.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3293002/deepfake-videos-how-and-why-they-work.html
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2020/1/241708-will-deepfakes-do-deep-damage/fulltext
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2020/10/247598-a-decade-of-social-bot-detection/fulltext
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/office-ergonomics/art-20046169
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MIFjkRLVfMu-mP45LMURu6HOMwxnM2E9dpWL_MuOYvk/edit?usp=sharing
https://nccs.net/blogs/americas-founding-documents/bill-of-rights-amendments-1-10
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/24/business/london-police-facial-recognition.html
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/bridges-swp-judgment-Final03-09-19-1.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/bridges-swp-judgment-Final03-09-19-1.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/nyregion/new-york-police-dept-cellphone-tracking-stingrays.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/nyregion/new-york-police-dept-cellphone-tracking-stingrays.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/12/technology/facial-recognition-police.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/12/technology/facial-recognition-police.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/03/tech/facial-recognition-police/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/03/tech/facial-recognition-police/index.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/07/defund-facial-recognition/613771/


● One of these: 
○ 'The Entire System Is Designed to Suppress Us.' What the 

Chinese Surveillance State Means for the Rest of the World, 
Time, Nov. 21, 2019 

○ A Surveillance Net Blankets China’s Cities, Giving Police Vast 
Powers, New York Times, Dec. 17, 2019 

● The Terrifying Cost of "Free” Websites | Adam Ruins Everything 
(6:20)  

18 R 10/22 Diversity in Computer Science, and Toward Racial Justice (slides) 
Read (see details in assignment): 

● Shalom Statement, Gordon College 
● Diversity in CS 

○ 5 eye-opening statistics about minorities in tech 
■ Optional (similar to above): Why Diversity Matters in 

Tech (Forbes) 
■ Optional (data shows some progress, but a long way 

to go): Making progress on diversity and inclusion 
■ Optional (some encouraging individuals): One Secret 

Behind Google's Massive Success: Its Diversity 
○ We Don't Want To Assimilate, We Want Respect.  
○ Excerpts from Cracking the Digital Ceiling: Women in 

Computing Around the World, edited by Carol Frieze and 
Jeria L. Quesenberry (2020, Cambridge University Press), 
chapter 1 “An Inegalitarian Paradox: On the Uneven 
Gendering of Computing Work around the World” by Tiffany 
Chow and Maria Charles. 

● Towards Racial Justice 
○ The Color of Wealth in Boston (just this page; you’re not 

required to read the full report) 
○ The 1968 Kerner Commission Got It Right, But Nobody 

Listened, Smithsonian Magazine, 2018 (50 years later) 

○ Resurrecting the Promise of 40 Acres: The Imperative of 

Reparations for Black Americans, by William Darity Jr and A. 

Kirsten Mullen, June 4, 2020.  (Read pages 1-8, plus 2 lines of 

p.9.  The rest of the report is optional.) 

○ Excerpts From Enforcers to Guardians: A Public Health Primer 

on Ending Policy Violence, by Hannah L.F. Cooper and Mindy 

Thopmson Fullilove, 2019.  Specifically, from Chapter 9 A 

Magic Strategy. 

19 T 10/27 1984, George Orwell (slides) 

20 R 10/29 De-anonymizing Big Data (slides) 
Read and come prepared for discussion: 

https://time.com/5735411/china-surveillance-privacy-issues/
https://time.com/5735411/china-surveillance-privacy-issues/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/17/technology/china-surveillance.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/17/technology/china-surveillance.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pFX2P7JLwA
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wFe09hENMe3wm64lMCMCp86K0Xvt_6cVmOL_t4UYcAo/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.gordon.edu/shalom
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/5-eye-opening-statistics-about-minorities-in-tech/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mnewlands/2016/08/29/why-diversity-matters-in-tech/#62d914b38614
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mnewlands/2016/08/29/why-diversity-matters-in-tech/#62d914b38614
https://www.blog.google/topics/diversity/making-progress-diversity-and-inclusion/
https://www.inc.com/salvador-rodriguez/google-diversity-bottom-line.html
https://www.inc.com/salvador-rodriguez/google-diversity-bottom-line.html
https://peopleofcolorintech.com/articles/we-dont-want-to-assimilate-we-want-respect/
https://www.bostonfed.org/publications/one-time-pubs/color-of-wealth.aspx
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/1968-kerner-commission-got-it-right-nobody-listened-180968318/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/1968-kerner-commission-got-it-right-nobody-listened-180968318/
https://rooseveltinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/RI_Report_ResurrectingthePromiseof40Acres_202005.pdf
https://rooseveltinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/RI_Report_ResurrectingthePromiseof40Acres_202005.pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/book/72591
https://muse.jhu.edu/book/72591
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13p3BwMXyn2SUSWNq8mjWXXSfDGfau0PdXZSL-lk4Svw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mZlw64atdStw95OCs_JF0YTWgCzMS42DMYwOro5x_84/edit?usp=sharing


● Just the abstract of De-anonymizing Web Browsing Data with Social 
Networks 

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_anonymization 
● Researchers spotlight the lie of ‘anonymous’ data  

○ (Here’s the full paper it references, Estimating the success of 
re-identifications in incomplete datasets using generative 
models, but you don’t have to read it.) 

There might be a reading quiz. 

 T 11/3 Day of Prayer - No Classes 

21 R 11/5 Technology and Human Communication (Reclaiming Conversation),  
p. 1-100 (slides) 

22 T 11/10 Ethics of Habit-Building Products (slides) 
Watch 

either: 
● Hooked: Building Habit-Forming Products (29:12) 
● Hooked for Good: How Habit-Forming Products Improve Lives 

(particularly from about 9:15 to the end) (25:55, or 16:40 if 
start at 9:15) 
If COVID didn’t restrict reserve books, I might have assigned 
parts of Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products and 
Indistractible: How to Control Your Attention and Choose Your 
Life by Nir Eyal. 

or: 
● The Social Dilemma (Netflix,  1:20:00) 

Read  
● at least 3 of the 5 Feature articles in AI and Faith Newsletter, Nov. 

2020.  Note that the perspectives vary widely. 
○ Optional: Sin and the Hacker Ethic: The Tragedy of 

Techno-Utopian Ideology in Cyberspace Business Cultures 
(expands on one of these articles)  

23 R 11/12 Technology and Human Communication (Reclaiming Conversation),  
p. 103-362 (slides) 

24 T 11/17 Book report presentations and discussion (slides) 

25 R 11/19 Book report presentations and discussion (slides) 

26 T 11/24 Book report presentations and discussion (slides) 

 R 11/26 Thanksgiving - No Classes 

27 T 12/1 
(remote) 

Final reflection paper due (extra credit); (slides) 
Social Impact Project Presentations (with peer feedback and team feedback) 

28 R 12/3 
(remote) 

Social Impact Project Presentations (with peer feedback and team feedback) 
(slides) 

https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~arvindn/publications/browsing-history-deanonymization.pdf
https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~arvindn/publications/browsing-history-deanonymization.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_anonymization
https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/24/researchers-spotlight-the-lie-of-anonymous-data/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10933-3/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10933-3/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10933-3/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QlJCzibn91tp-_L8TCl2wGteSoinojZBYroG2tqVSik/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XSilrH7n3rnzyAST2Yoan-HP1pQwt7VZ9WhCjVQUK6A/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.nirandfar.com/new-video-hooked-the-psychology-of-how-products-engage-us/
https://www.nirandfar.com/hooked-good-habit-forming-products-improve-lives/
https://www.netflix.com/watch/81254224
https://mailchi.mp/aiandfaith/nov-2020-newsletter-4930512
https://mailchi.mp/aiandfaith/nov-2020-newsletter-4930512
https://via.library.depaul.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1152&context=jrbe
https://via.library.depaul.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1152&context=jrbe
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1IsRktERXwnO3bv-QIKsX-qkZB9JgqcBQQWIkgZ6qLe8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1BcIjtVlI1fxyRRWcA8hfRikRdG3jm2i3BtIiEUjkbgk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kTpwqrzU9UEvdJUshCwGfoGD4rMMNUB_jb2QCyy8cl4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jC-JWlpDhP_TIDF0ZmHQWhLJkC_jtxX06oVJF3edvz0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zM0i_bFhY7X1iZqbMcxZPied_2xhUd6ox_vCipndJz8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LICRuI4c830NEGHsonZ0z7_rT9l2mAMTKXFxVA5OorY/edit?usp=sharing


 
 
 

DLCS Curriculum Mapping 
(Coming soon: this section is being revised from to reflect this year’s schedule.) 
 

 

Standard Description Teaching & 
Learning 

Assessment 

9-12.CAS.b.2    

9-12.CAS.b.3    

9-12.CAS.c.1    

9-12.CAS.c.3    

9-12.CAS.c.5    

9-12.CAS.c.7    

9-12.CAS.c.8    

9-12.CAS.c.9    

9-12.DTC.b.1    

9-12.DTC.b.2    

9-12.DTC.c.1-5    

9-12.CT.c.4-5   Social Impact 
Project 

9-12.CT.e.1-2   Social Impact 
Project 


